
complete the following: 
1) There are two types of the traits in the livings …hereditary …. and 
……acquired ……. 
2) The scientist …Mendel………. has conducted the main principles of 
heredity. 

3) The pea plant is ……hermaphrodite…….. , so it could be self 
pollinated . 

4) The life cycle of the pea plant is ……short……… 

5) Pea plant can be pollinated …cross pollination. or …self-pollination 
…………… 

6) In the pea plant there are contrasting traits as flower's color  , pod 
color…….. and …. Seed color 

7) The …dominant… trait appears in the first generation only, while the 
……recessive……….. appears in the second with a percentage 25 %. 

8) The …red..… color of the pea plant's flower dominates the 
……white…… flower color 

9) The genetic factors are transmitted from one generation to another 
through …gametes…………. 

10) Gametes are formed in the 1st generation by ……mieosis……. 
division. 

12) The genetic factors of one trait are segregated during the formation of 
……gametes………… 

13) The symbols of the dominant trait is …capital ……. , while the 
recessive one is …small………… 

14) The symbol ( yy ) represents the …recessive……. trait. 

15) The symbol (YY) represents the …dominant……. trait. 

16) The dominant traits are inherited to the recessive one in the ratio          
    ……3…. : …1…… 



17) From the dominant traits in the human body is …brown eye..…..… a 
,while from the recessive traits is …blond hair . 

18) Mendel has chosen …dominant……… principle traits of the pea plant 
to conduct his experiment. 

choose 

1- The scientist who made the model of the DNA molecule is called ………

…… 

l)Mende –pedal  – (Creek 

2- Genes are found in the ............... of cell. 

nucleus) –mitochondria  –(Cytoplasm  

3- ………….. is responsible for the appearance of the heredity traits in the 

genes) –plastids  –( Central body living organism.                    

4- The two scientists …………… and ………………. were able to explain the 

process of inheritance of the heredity traits.  

Chamberlin and Molten) –Watson and creek  – and Tatum Bedal( 
5- Mendel conducted his experiments in pea plant by using ………….. 

pairs of traits. 

  a) 5   b) 7   c) 9   d) 11  

6- The two factors of a hereditary trait are similar in the ……….. 

individual. 

  a) pure  b) hybrid  c) recessive d) a and c 

7- Which one of these traits is recessive in humans ………….. 

  a) curly hair b) wide eyes c) free ear lobe d) straight hair 

8- ………….. is the part of DNA in the cell nucleus. 

  a) Gene     b) Gamete   



c) Cytoplasm    d) no correct answer  

9- DNA molecule consists of ………….. strands. 

 a) two  b) three  c) four  d) five 

Question three: answer the following: 
1- Use the following symbols to conduct the results of the mating between 
the pea plant with flowers red color ( RR ) and another one with white 
flower colors (rr). 
………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

……… 

2- Show the resulted generation of the mating of two individuals hybrid ( Rr 
) in which both are from the tall stemmed pea plant. 
………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

……… 

 3- A mating between hybrid pea plants with red flowers (Rr) and another 
one with white flowers (rr) has occurred. Illustrate using heredity principles 
the traits of the resulted generation. 
………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

……… 

 



………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

…… 

1) Mendel has chosen pea plant to conduct his experiments. 
………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

…… 

3) Stamen has removed from the pea flowers during the experiment. 
………………………………………………………………………………

… 

4) Mendel has covered the pistils of the pea flowers during the 
experiment. 
……………………………………………………………............................

.... 

5) Individuals may be hybrid or pure. 
………………………………………………………………………………

… 

………………………………………………………………………………

… 

6) When a pea plant with red flowers has pollinated with another one with 
white flowers, all the produced generation will be with a red flowers. 
………………………………………………………………………………

… 



7) The absence of freckles considered as a dominant traits in the human. 
……………………………………………………………………………

…… 

 

MODEL EXAM 

Q1)complete 

1-Na2Co3 +…………       ------------- 2NaCl +H2O +Co2 

2-one of the properties of the direct current is……… 

3-every hereditary trait is controlled by ……….. that separate 
during…….. 

4- the gene controls the appearance of trait by giving………… 

compare between: -B 

a-oxidation and reduction  

b-genetic and cellular effect 

by : resistance of a conductor is 25 ohmwhat is meant  -c 

Q(2)choose 

1-double substitution reaction between salt solutions are accompanied 
by the formation of 

(metal   -     ppt -   oxide    -   non metal) 

2-the nuclear energy is peacefully used in industrial field to convert 
sand to………. 

(electric energy  - silicon    -     nuclear fuel   -   atomic bombs) 



law is known as……….    Of factors ndmemdel 2-3 

(independent assortment   -    segregation  -   disappearance ) 

 

Give reason-B 

1-some electric circuit contain variable resistance 

2-most metal are reducing agent while  most non metal are oxidizing 
agent 

the work done to transfer an electric charge of 20 coulomb calculate -C 

If the potential difference between its end is 50 volt 

 

 

Q(3) write the scientific term 

1- the catalyst that is used to slow down the chemical reaction(      ) 

2-the quantity of electric charge flowing through cross section in one 
second(             ) 

3-the individual that carries similar pair of factor (              ) 

4-the arrangement of metal in a descending order according to 
chemical activity (           ) 

what happens if-B 

1-replacing dil HCl bu CONC  Hcl when it react with magnesium  

2-two individual bearing two pairs of contrasting traits are crossed 



drawing an electric circuit contains ammeter and voltmeter  show by-C 

 

 

Q(4) correct  

1-Mendel chose eleven traits in pea plant to conduct his experiments 

2-when adding magnesium to copper sulphate  a black ppt is formed 

3-the electro motive force of 3 identical cells connected in parallel is 
double the e.m.f of one cell 

4-2Na  +  2H2O -----------2NaOH  +  O2 + heat 

what is meant by: -B 

1-hereditary traits  

2-thermal decomposition 

 

of this reactionHow is the rate -C 

 

 

 

 

 


